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husband perhaps more of its rays than he desired: of her vivid
reckless candour of utterance : of the strong sense of material
values queerly shot with mysticism and a kind of clairvoyance : of
the impatient generosity to which no lame dog could appeal without
instant response : and not least of the single-minded devotion to her
husband's interests as she conceived them. She loved his friends,
hated his enemies, fought his "battles, savoured his triumphs, and
felt his reverses, as though they were more than her own.
His daughter Violet was the only woman of his family who in his
declared judgment possessed a first-rate masculine mind of the same
order as Raymond's. To a freakishly developed gift of expression,
and a verbal memory, hardly inferior to her father's, she adds perhaps
the most devastating powers of ridicule of which her acquaintance
have any experience. A being of tenacious and protective loyalties,
and a born partisan, she is always prepared to mobilise these for-
midable gifts in defence of her friends, to whom they are worth
many battalions ; and the vilification which her father endured
supplied, at the Paisley by-election in, 1919, a perfect occasion for
their exercise. The dialectical prowess she there displayed came as
no surprise to her family who had witnessed its quality, often to their
cost, in the domestic arena ; and its enlistment in this unexception-
able cause was balm to many an honourable scar. Her active
political campaigning set the seal on the delight which her father at
all times felt in her companionship. She possessed the knack of
recounting to him an incident in the precise form in which it would
make the most intimate and telling appeal to his sense of humour.
The story was built up from innocent foundations into an elaborate
pagoda of farce by the succession of deft strokes, whose cumulative
artistry often left him with shoulders hunched and quaking, almost
shamefaced with the excess of his amusement. But she possessed
also, where he was concerned, the gift of communicative silence ;
whereby two persons, who know each other beyond the need of
speech, each absorb as it were through their pores the unspoken
confidences and even the unformulated thoughts of the other.
The children of his second family suffered from fewer inhibitions
than those of his first, and grasped firmly by the leaf the nettle of
their father's reserve. Elizabeth, a child of formidable precocity
and uncertain temper, mellowed later into an inexhaustible fountain
of humour, generosity, and good nature. He took great pride in the
many-sided efficiency which enabled her to throw off with such
aatonishing ease, novels, plays, and poems marked by an implacable
cleverness, to play a faultless hand of bridge while conducting three
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